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RUTH BENEDICT PERCEPTIVELY OBSERVED: "The first lesson of history . . . is
that when any group in power wishes to persecute or expropriate another
group, it uses as justification, reasons which are familiar and easily accept-
able at the time."1 Occasionally scientific theories, or ideas masquerading as
such, have been used as justification for persecution or prejudice. In such
instances, the stature of science has been a particularly effective, though
insidious, means of legitimization. During the nineteenth century four of the
antecedents of contemporary psychology—mesmerism, physiognomy,
humoral psychology and phrenology—were used by their practitioners,
journalists, novelists and the lay public to sanction stereotypes of certain
racial, ethnic and religious groups.2

Each of the four systems of thought was rooted, more or less, in a biologi-
cal tradition which lent itself to racial explanations by seeming to ground the
alleged behavior of unpopular groups in inherent physical characteristics.
Even when the group had no uniform national or racial origin, as in the case
of Mormons, the cause of behavior was often reduced to some organic source
and generalized to the group as a whole.

The application of mesmerism and phrenology to the Mormons has been
discussed elsewhere.3 In this brief note, the popular view of Mormon
physiognomy will be considered.

The "Mormon eye" with its mesmeric powers was once as notorious a
symbol of Mormonness as the "Jewish nose" of Jewishness. "Glittering
eyes," "piercing looks," "gaze of the serpent-charmer," "fascinating eyes,"
"eagle eye," "deep dark eyes," "terrible eyes," "fiery eyes," were all descrip-
tive phrases which added to the fear of Mormons and further associated them
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POLYEROTICITY.-POLYGAMY.
THE DISPOSITION TO LOVE MANY,

The amount of love for the opposite sexmay be known by
the fulness of the eyes, and its quality by the shape of the
commissures, or opening between the lids of the eyes. When
the opening is quite almond-shaped, promiscuous love
prevails in that form ; if the commissure has great vertical
measurement, the love is connubial.

Illustration 1: From Physiognomy Illustrated or Nature's Revelations of Character, p. 163

with the occult and untrustworthy. A writer tor Harper's Weekly captured the
essence of this theme:

I have never yet seen a Mormon but that something ailed his eyes.
They are sunken, or dark, or ghastly, or glaring. There is certainly
some mania in all Mormon eyes; none of them can look you straight or
steadily in the face.4

Most of this preoccupation with eyes was a function of the linkage of Mor-
monism with mesmerism, but physiognomists were equally interested in the
Mormon eye. For them it was not the penetrating gaze, glance or stare so
much as the shape or relative position of the eye that told the psychological
tale. According to one theory, the narrow aperture of the eye was a sure sign
of promiscuity. Using something like the method of known groups, Brigham
Young's almond shaped eyes "validated" this theory of wantonness.5 If
Brigham Young was not ample evidence, the theorists listed a set of animals
which supposedly displayed similar habits of mating behavior and a corre-
sponding narrow eye opening. "The hog, the wild boar, the dog, the cat,
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MONOEROTICITY.—MONOGAMY

THE DISPOSITION TO LOVE ONE ONLY.

The dove or round shape of the eye openings is the most
unexceptionable evidence of large mating love.

Monoeroticity Large—Mrs. Margaret
Fuller Osoli, who preferred to
drown rather than to leave hep
husband.

Monoeroticity Small — Brigham
Young, the noted polygamist.

Illustration 2: From Physiognomy Illustrated or Nature's Revelations of Character, p. 158

every species of serpent, all of the ape tribes, and all those whose eyes exhibit
the almond-shaped opening are promiscuous in their attachments."6 Obvi-
ously, these animal associations with Brigham Young and his disassociation
(shown in Illustration 1 and 2) from a prominent heroine of the nineteenth
century, Mrs. Margaret F. Osoli, put Mormons in their place.

Not only Brigham Young, but other Mormon leaders were targets of
physiognomic analysis. Some of the descriptions were found in literature,
but clearly influenced by the "science" of physiognomy. For example, "The
gait of this person [Joseph Smith] was heavy and slouching, his eyes grey
and unsteady in their gaze, and his face and general physiognomy coarse and
unmeaning."7 Another early Mormon leader, Heber C. Kimball, received
similar treatment at the hands of a journalist for Harper's Weekly: "Under
projecting eyebrows roll two bright, cunning eyes. Their expression is sly
and rat-like, vivid and repulsive. His nose is thick and course; his lips
pinched up, and their angles depressed; his head nearly bald, over the
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Polyeroticity Large—The head of Polyeroticity Small—the head of
a Hog (GenusSus.) a Turtle-dove [Turtur Auritus).

Illustration 3: From Physiognomy Illustrated or Nature's Revelations of Character, p. 163

crown of which he drags up and plasters down a few straggling hairs."8 The
"cunning eyes/' "projecting eyebrows," "thick nose" and "pinched-up lips"
had behavioral meaning for the readers of the last century.

Brigham Young was the favorite Mormon target of physiognomy. An
anti-Mormon novelist, under the pseudonym "Maria Ward," credited
Brigham Young with "eyes, which changed color with every variable emo-
tion."9 Another author noted that Brigham Young's lower lip and chin
"shrank and curled and quivered under feeling."10 Still another observed:
"His face is indicative of penetration and firmness . . . but his lower lip, if
nothing else, eminently betrays the sensual voluptuary."11 According to the
prominent physiognomist Mary Olmstead Stanton, two traits explained
Brigham Young's influence over his followers: credenciveness and self-
esteem. Self-esteem inspired self-confidence and credenciveness made him
gullible to unreasonable beliefs.12 She did detect however, self-will at the
root of Brigham's nose which was "large in all who have excelled."13

Mormon women were no exception to the harsh judgments of the art of
physiognomy leveled at the Mormons. The effects of polygamy were clearly
written in form and feature of the Mormon woman. A few lines from an
article with the provocative title "Scenes In An American Harem" illustrate
the point:

I read in her face far more of the secret workings of polygamy than
they wished to appear to every idler who might wander through Salt
Lake City. On every distorted line of her swollen nostrils, her com-
pressed lips, her lowered eyebrows and her eyes, too hot to weep, was
written the fierce agony, the gnawing heart sickness, and the unutter-
able woe that every true woman must feel, and should feel, who is
thus circumstanced.14

Furthermore, Mormon women "judging from physiognomical indications
. . . belonged to the lowest class of ignorance . . . . The specimens before me
were of the wrinkled, spiteful, hag-like order."15 Mormon women were
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homogenized into a monolithic mold. Like the oriental image, individual
differences of women were often blurred into a faceless aggregate as de-
humanization took its toll. One final example captures this homogenization
process:

our Briton saw many haggard, weary, slatternly women, with lack-
lustre eyes and wan, shapeless faces, hanging listlessly over their
fates, or sitting idly in the sunlight, perhaps nursing their yelling

abies—all such women looking alike depressed, degraded, misera-
ble, hopeless, soulless.16

Physiognomy was called upon to give "scientific" support to negative
stereotyping of two other Mormon groups—immigrants and children. The
imigrants were portrayed as low-brow, stolid peasants, people of slight intel-
ligence who were represented by the physiognomic clues of narrow brows,
slouching posture, open mouths, and vacant stares. The anti-Mormons were
adapting the larger nativist stereotyping of unwelcome immigrants. Similar
traits were utilized to portray children of polygamous marriages as "neurotic
and morons."17

Like blacks, Indians, Jews, Orientals, the Irish, Mexicans and Catholics,
the Mormons were stereotyped by the use of theories of behavior popular in
the nineteenth century. Unprepared for a pluralistic society, Americans
sought and found psychological support for their misconceptions.

In reality, the most compelling factor in the psychological diagnosis of
Mormons in the nineteenth century was not to be found in the theories—
mesmerism, physiognomy, humoral psychology, or phrenology—but in the
attitudes of the practitioners toward Mormons and/or their system of belief.
Those who viewed Mormons favorably gave generally favorable diagnoses.
On the other hand, those who were unfavorable used commonly available
stereotypes. On the whole, the psychological profile of Mormons said more
about the attitude of the practitioner than the object of their study.
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